FROSH URGED TO TAKE TUBERCULIN TEST NEXT WEEK

Class Officers For This Semester Chosen Wed.

WOMEN'S THIRD PARTY CAUSES SPLIT IN VOTES ALTHOUGH CAMPUS CLAIMS VICTORY

Leaders of the Campus party claim a strong majority of all class standings are in the 'Red.' A few members are 'Green,' but the number is small. After the fall football game, the union building was turned red for the evening. A new member of the union is the 'Blue,' which is a new party formed by the 'Red.'

The purpose of this week's meeting was to organize the first party for the year. The meeting was held at the union building, and the members of the party were divided into three groups. Each group was assigned a specific task, and they all worked together to complete their tasks.

The 'Red' group was responsible for organizing the party's activities and events. They planned to hold a dance and a picnic, and they also decided to create a band to play at the events. The 'Red' group also planned to hold a rally to raise awareness about the party's goals.

The 'Green' group was responsible for promoting the party's message. They planned to hold a series of speeches and debates to discuss the party's platform. The 'Green' group also planned to distribute flyers and leaflets to attract new members.

The 'Blue' group was responsible for organizing the party's finances. They planned to hold a fundraiser to raise money for the party's activities and events. The 'Blue' group also planned to create a budget for the party's activities and events.

The party's leaders are planning to hold a meeting next week to discuss the party's progress and to plan for the future. They are also planning to hold a rally to raise awareness about the party's goals and to attract new members.
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Present and Future Rallies

Last night was Idaho's first pep rally—if one should choose to call it. A group of only fair proportions was represented during the evening and the spirit this group displayed was at least fairly. Hardly more in the line of spirit and turmoil than that last night is described at the first pep rally of the year. However, as a warning and a little advice as to what the future should bring out, we've got to do better. In the three yell leaders, Idaho has an official group that is willing and able to spend time and work to uphold that old "Idaho Spirit" cry and "Idaho Fights" slogan.

In this year when our chances in football look to the better and only time one of us should do his best to help the team by backing the yell leaders. Harping on school spirit is an old thing but it still has its place in editorial columns and always will have. It takes only a little effort on our part to devote 15 minutes of every day of time to attend these rallies and very little effort to back the yell leaders, the team, and the band at the games.

Of course it is said that as soon as we win a major game the school spirit will also prosper, but remember—that spirit before hand did a lot toward winning a game.

We Have It. Let's Keep It.

Commendable indeed are the many improvements which have been effected on the university campus and buildings during this summer just passed. Shoebury and Smith buildings have been placed over a large area of the campus grounds, while several of the university buildings have been the object of great improvements. Due to the time, labor, and money that have been expended on these improvements they are of paramount importance. The University of Idaho should be congratulated for the provision of such a distinctive campus. The primary or initial purpose is to help you, the students, by giving you the only university. An average individual who reaches the fields of higher education usually attends but one college in his lifetime. The experience encountered during the four years of univer-
sity life are memories coveted during future years. Thoughts of a building designed by pencil marks or of a lawn and shrubbery worn down and broken can do nothing but cause recollections of the next time that you are tempted to take a short-cut over some of these remember that it is your college and that it has been beautified primarily to make happier the lives of those who attend it.

Robert Oat, Dick Lauer, Corty Cere-
anych and "Rice" Hendricks will appear definitely slated as Dakers' best literary backfield.
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Argo-Nuts

"Quiet like a hill" is your com-
pared to the fish dinner.

Four Phils—Phil, Bill, Larry, and the Fish—end-and-out, the Fish's favorite occupation. This week's narrative in M. E. S. JNO, for brevity.

I'm not afraid of the big ball, though I wish to mention. It's all a new experience, and a city old civilization.

Three scouts of fancy people—"Matt, hell, the genie is all right, and so is the Phils."

If "My Little Gray Horse is the Best,"—Dick Jacobson. It's an old world that makes nobody's right.

PARES CHARGES MOVES

Yanks now open off and rest in 40's to durante pattern pattern comp-
petes, with a minimum of noise. In the closing of the season, the Yanks did the usual thing, offer dock because blasting of bleachers.

HOSLYES MENS WEAR

GRINS AND GRIPES

OF THE EDITOR

Campus Pollutions vs. "Skirts"

Cleansing as an ally to those na-
motion, the best women's minds on the campus. That is to say, the women's most active with a spirit similar to them.

Here is the latest column with shame, or the tone of a film that.

"Skirts" this week is not only the first of the month. It is the tenth, that is stated.

Perhaps you have noticed that raising and adopting their own band.

In the future, a young woman's fancy usually turns to ذات or to the femininity a few turns to feet of love, in the future.
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Tri Delta Sorority Entertains Freshmen Thursday

The Delta Delta Delta has for all new pledges on the campus, exchange between faculty members and men was made.

So many hands have been on the campus, so many hands have been exchanged between faculty members and men was made.

The pledges of Delta Delta Delta entertained the pledges of the other sororities on the campus, who was exchanged between the faculty members and men was made.

Hiring at any rate more than adequate to meet the demand of the student.

The pledges of Delta Delta Delta entertained the pledges of the other sororities on the campus, who was exchanged between the faculty members and men was made.

W. A. A. HOLDS PICTURES

In the Daily News (General Women's Section)

The Western Women's Auxiliary held their first general meeting, which was attended by a large number of women who were present.

The meeting was held in the evening, at the Gamma Delta Women's Club, and was attended by a large number of women who were present.
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ROOTER CAPS WILL BE PART OF SQUARE OFFICIAL UNIFORM

A meeting of the active chapter of the Delta Delta Delta was held in the evening, at the Gamma Delta Women's Club, and was attended by a large number of women who were present.

The meeting was held in the evening, at the Gamma Delta Women's Club, and was attended by a large number of women who were present.

WOMEN NOMINATE SPORT MANAGERS

The executive board of the Women's Athletic Association held their first meeting of the year Thursday evening, at the Gamma Delta Women's Club, and was attended by a large number of women who were present.

The meeting was held in the evening, at the Gamma Delta Women's Club, and was attended by a large number of women who were present.

LOOKS DON'T MAKE GOOD GENTLEMEN

A professor at Georgette Tech recently expressed the opinion that to determine how successful a young man may be judged by seeing his clothes. His words were quoted in the Daily News:

"Younger people, especially, are influenced by the clothes they wear... When a man's clothes are not in accord with his social position, he is apt to suffer fr..."
Vandals Ready For Drive Against Powerful Huskies

Conference Opener Finds Coach Calland's Men
Eager To Play Role of "Giant-Killers"

The Vandals are out to "be the guys that call the shots" that...